We present an algorithm for compressible Large Eddy Simulation (LES) using unstructured tetrahedral grids. Two methods for simulation of the subgrid scale stresses are examined. The rst method is the Monotone Integrated Large Eddy Simulation (MILES) technique of Boris, Oran and Grinstein, whereby the energy transfer from the resolved scales to the subgrid scales is modeled using the inherent dissipation of the numerical algorithm. The second method is a hybrid technique combining MILES with a Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model for the subgrid scale stresses. The inviscid uxes are determined by Godunov's second method or Roe's method. Two different second-order accurate function reconstruction techniques have been evaluated. The subgrid scale stresses are computed using a second-order accurate method based on Gauss' theorem. A second-order Runge-Kutta method is employed for the temporal integration. Simulation of the decay of incompressible isotropic turbulence has been performed for two dierent grids. Good agreement is obtained with the experimental data of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin for the decay of turbulence energy, and reasonable agreement with the temporal evolution of the energy spectrum. A parallel version of the code using MPI has been developed and validated.
Introduction
The eective design of high speed aircraft and missiles depends critically upon accurate prediction of aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic performance which are strongly aected by ow turbulence under most ight conditions. From an engineering standpoint, the aircraft or missile aerodynamicist needs the capability for accurate prediction of the mean and rms uctuating surface pressure ( p w and p 0 w ) and surface heat transfer ( q w and q 0 w ), mean surface skin friction ( w ), and locations of primary and secondary separation.
The current methodology for prediction of compressible turbulent ows is based on the Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations [1] . This approach has yielded a hierarchy of turbulence models extending from zero-equation to full Reynolds Stress Equation models. While these models have generally been capable of predicting the engineering quantities of interest in weakly perturbed boundary layers, they have been unable to accurately predict the complex 3-D ows which are encountered in highly maneuvering, high angle-of-attack ight. Two recent extensive reviews have documented the capabilities and deciencies of a wide range of RANS models for prediction of complex 3-D ows with shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interactions [2, 3] . The results, summarized in Table 1 , indicate that a signicant number of critical engineering quantities are not capable of prediction by current RANS models. Therefore, more advanced turbulence models are needed which have the ability to simulate the complex physics of turbulence with greater generality.
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is an alternative to RANS which may be capable of predicting more (or all) of the aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic quantities of engineering interest described above. In LES, the governing equations are spatially ltered on the scale of the numerical grid. The large, energycontaining eddies are directly computed. These eddies are strongly inuenced by the physical geometry and conguration of the ow. Thus, the direct computation of the large eddies by LES, as opposed to the modeling of the large eddies by RANS, gives greater generality, in principle, to LES. The inuence of the unresolved scales of motion is simulated using a subgrid-scale (SGS) model [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] or by the inherent dissipation in the numerical scheme [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . Because the statistics of the small scale turbulence are expected to be more homogeneous and isotropic than those of the large scales, a general model of the small scales seems more plausible than a general model of the entire spectrum of turbulent motions.
LES has been shown to be both a useful research tool for understanding the physics of turbulence, and also a predictive method for ows of engineering interest. Recent compendia and reviews include Galperin and Orszag [17] , Mason [18] , Lesieur and M etais [19] and Moin [20] . Many models have been developed for the subgrid-scale stress tensor. These include the conventional Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model [4, 5, 6] , the spectra eddy viscosity model of Kraichnan [21] , the dynamic SGS model of Germano et al [7] , the scale similarity model of Bardina et al [22] , and the localized dynamic SGS model of Ghosal et al [9] and more recently of Menon and Kim [23] , and many others. Although most research has focused on incompressible turbulent ows, there has recently emerged a growing interest in applications of LES to compressible turbulent ows. Examples include Yoshizawa [24] , Speziale et al [25] , Moin et al [26] , Erlebacher et al [27] , Zang et al [28] , El-Hady et al [29] , Jansen [30, 31] , Spyropoulos and Blaisdell [32] , and Haworth and Jansen [33] . Nearly all compressible LES has employed spectral methods or structured grids, with the exception of Jansen and Haworth.
Apart from the complexities of the oweld, the complicated geometries of high speed vehicles is also a challenge. To enable treatment of complex geometries and also achieve high resolution of the oweld dynamically, we employ an unstructured grid. There are two important advantages of unstructured grids. First, algorithms have been developed to facilitate automatic generation of unstructured grids for a complex geometries (see, for example, the discussion in Barth [34, 35] ). These grid generation methods can be substantially more ecient (in terms of user time) than some of the multi-block structured grid generation methods used. Second, local mesh renement, either adaptive or xed, can been performed much more readily for unstructured grids.
The objective of this paper is to present an algorithm for Large Eddy Simulation of compressible turbulent ows using unstructured grids, and to validate the algorithm by comparison with experimental data. Two methods for simulation of the subgrid scale stresses are examined. The rst method is the Monotone Integrated Large Eddy Simulation (MILES) technique. The second method is a hybrid technique combining MILES with a Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model for the subgrid scale stresses. These two methods, together with dierent algorithms for the inviscid uxes and function reconstruction, are evaluated for the specic case of the decay of isotropic incompressible turbulence using two dierent grids. The ow conditions correspond to the experiment of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin. Good agreement is obtained with the experimental data for the decay of turbulence energy, and reasonable agreement with the temporal evolution of the energy spectrum. Consistently accurate results are obtained when the grid is rened. A parallel version of the code has been developed and validated.
Governing Equations
The governing equations are the spatially ltered compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The spatial ltering removes the small scale (high frequency) components of the uid motion, while retaining the unsteadiness associated with the large scale turbulent motion (e.g., the energy-containing eddies) and the dynamic motion itself (e.g., vehicle motion). The ltering operation introduces the subgrid scale (SGS) stresses and heat transfer analogous to the Reynolds stress and turbulent heat ux in RANS.
For an arbitrary function F(x i ; t), the ltered variable F(x i ; t) is dened as 
where G is the lter function, and 1 is a measure of the lter width and is related to the computational mesh size [36] . 
Applying these denitions to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, assuming the derivative and ltering operators commute, we obtain the ltered governing equations for the resolved scales in Cartesian tensor notation (using the Einstein notation) (14) and q j is the molecular heat ux q j = (T ) @T @x j (15) where (T ) the molecular thermal conductivity. The energy ux H j is H j = Q j +T ijũi (16) In deriving (4) to (7), it is important to note, in addition to Eqs (12) and (15) , that there are two additional assumptions inherent in the form of the energy equation (6 The closure of the system of equations (4) to (7) requires a model for the subgrid scale stress ij and heat ux Q j , and the specication of appropriate initial and boundary conditions for the ow variables.
There are two objectives for the subgrid scale stress and heat ux model. First, it must be able to model the cascade of turbulence energy from the large (resolved) scales to the subgrid (unresolved) scales, i.e., the model must drain the appropriate amount of energy at the subgrid scales from the resolved scales. This can be achieved successfully by mimicking, in some sense, the eects of physical viscosity which dissipates all kinetic energy into heat at the Kolmogorov scale. In this concept, it is the eddy viscosity that is responsible for balancing the dissipation rate at ltered scales against the turbulent energy transfer from the resolved scales. Therefore, the eect of the eddy viscosity can be viewed as enlarging the Kolmogorov microscale until it is comparable to the lter size. It can be easily demonstrated that this approach results in the Smagorinsky SGS model 2 . Contrary to constant molecular viscosity in which the Kolmogorov microscale is adjusted to achieve a balance of the dissipation rate of turbulent energy into heat, the eddy viscosity should adjust itself (by tuning a coecient) suitable to local turbulent energy transfer from the resolved scales for dierent ow congurations, since the mesh spacing is predened as constant in most numerical simulations. The adjustment of the modeling constant leads to a requirement a dynamic subgrid scale model [7] which dynamically computes the Smagorinsky constant using the resolved spectral information at two dierent scales.
The second (and more challenging) objective of the subgrid scale model is to simulate the nonlinear interaction between the large scale and subgrid scale eddies. Due to the stochastic properties of turbulence, it is possible for subgrid scale eddies to induce a random forcing of the large scale. This phenomenon is known as backscatter [8, 37] . Unfortunately, the characteristics of this phenomenon and the basis for its modeling from both a physical and mathematical point of view are not well understood. The promising scale-similarity models of Bardina et al [22] and Lin et al [38] can be viewed as better tools to model this stochastic phenomenon.
The complexity of the governing equations (4) to (7) precludes analytical solutions in general, and thus LES relies predominantly on numerical simulation. The relationship between the numerical algorithm and the subgrid scale model is dierent in LES than in RANS, since the eective turbulent eddy viscosity in LES is a function of the mesh size. Consequently, it is possible to envision two opposite views regarding the subgrid scale model. In the rst view, the physical model (e.g., Smagorinsky eddy viscosity) for the subgrid scale stress ij is held wholely responsible for the entire energy transfer from resolved to subgrid (unresolved) scales 3 . This requires a high order accurate numerical algorithm which minimizes numerical dissipation. In the second view, the numerical algorithm is held wholely responsible for the entire energy transfer between resolved and subgrid scales, and no explicit subgrid scale model is employed (i.e., ij = 0 and Q j = 0). There is, of course, an intermediate view which allows for both a subgrid model and numerical dissipation (a hybrid SGS model), with the subgrid scale model coecients dynamically adjusted to provide the additional dissipation (above and beyond the dissipation provided by the numerical algorithm) needed for achieving the proper energy transfer between the resolved and unresolved scales 4 . Our focus is the hybrid SGS approach. For Large Eddy Simulation on unstructured grids using a nite volume methodology 5 , the spatial accuracy is eectively restricted to second-or third-order for reasons of computational eciency. Thus, numerical dissipation is inevitable, and may in some circumstances be comparable to the dissipation aorded by the subgrid scale model. Our challenge is to determine the best numerical algorithm, i.e., the algorithm which maintains the greatest delity of the large scale eddy motion and its energy transfer to the subgrid scales, and to complement the numerical dissipation with an appropriate subgrid scale model to achieve overall the correct dynamics, with the goal of accurate simulation of compressible turbulent ows.
We therefore investigate two dierent models. First, we evaluate the MILES approach wherein no explicit subgrid scale model is used ( ij = 0 and Q j = 0). This approach, described by Boris et al [11] and Oran and Boris [12] , relies entirely on the inherent dissipation of the numerical algorithm to account for the energy transfer from the resolved to the subgrid scales. The specic details of the numerical algorithm signicantly aect the turbulent energy transfer, in particular the function reconstruction method. We investigate two dierent reconstruction methods in this paper to determine their eect. Second, we evaluate the hybrid approach wherein a specic subgrid scale model is employed, together with the inherent dissipation of the numerical method. In our approach, we select the compressible extension of the Smagorinsky subgrid-scale stress model [16, 27] as the rst application due to its simplicity and generally satisfactory performance in previous simulations of compressible turbulence (25) where V n is the average volume of all cells which share the node n, and 6 The results presented herein employed a xed Smagorinsky constant. Future work will incorporate a dynamic subgrid scale model. where V n is the sum of the volume of all cells which share the node n. For compressible isotropic turbulent ow, Erlebacher et al [27] found that C R = 0:012 gives a high correlation between the exact and modeled stresses using various measures of comparison. For the simulations described herein, C R = 0:012 and C I = 0.
The eddy viscosity model for subgrid-scale heat ux Q j is (27) where the Prandtl number P r t is chosen of a range 0.3 to 0.5 [27, 39, 40, 41, 42] . In our model, we use P r t = 0:4.
Simplifying Notation
We simplify the notation by hereafter dropping the tilde~and overbar . Moreover, the ow variables are nondimensionalized using the reference density 1 
4 Numerical Method
The numerical method includes the Riemann solver for the inviscid uxes, the reconstruction method for dening the ow variables at the cell faces, the subgrid stress algorithm, and the temporal integration method.
The Riemann Solver
The integral form of the governing equations (4), (5) and (6) (33) whereñ is the outward unit normal on the surface. The ux tensor E is E = F~{ + G| + Hk (34) where{;|;k are unit vectors in the x, y and z directions, respectively, and (41) and (u s ; v s ; w s ) represents the velocity of the surface of the control volume. Although the simulations to be performed in the current stage will employ xed control volumes, the extension to moving control volumes (e.g., for vehicle maneuver) is straightforward using the above formulation.
The contribution of inviscid uxes to equation (32) (45) (w 0 w s )n z where (n x ; n y ; n z ) is the outwards unit normal on @V , (s x ; s y ; s z ) is an arbitrary unit normal on surface of @V and (t x ; t y ; t z ) =ñ 2s is the second unit normal on the surface @V .
The inviscid ux M on face k of cell i is evaluated by a two-step procedure. First, the ow variableŝ Q = (;û;v;ŵ;e) T are reconstructed within tetrahedron i and the adjacent tetrahedron j which shares face k. Two dierent reconstruction methods have been employed as described in Section 4.2. For a given tetrahedron, the reconstructed value on the interior side of the face is denoted byQ l , and the exterior sideQ r . Second, the ux M is determined from the Riemann solver which employsQ l andQ r .
Two dierent Riemann solvers have been employed. The rst algorithm is Godunov's Second Method [43] which is based on the exact solution of the Riemann problem normal to each face. The second algorithm is Roe's method [44] . 4 (52) There are four possible solutions to the exact Riemann problem 7 . The solutions are shock-shock (p l < p 3 , p 3 > p r ), shock-expansion (for p l < p 3 , p 3 < p r ), expansion-shock (p l > p 3 , p 3 > p r ) and expansion-expansion (p l > p 3 , p 3 < p r ). After obtaining the pressure p 3 at the face, the directions of the waves (i.e., shocks, expansions and contact surface) can be determined, and the conditions at the face dened 8 . The inviscid ux is computed from (42) and (43).
Roe's Method
Roe's method is an exact solution to an approximate Riemann problem. In the limit of the vanishing discontinuity across the face, it becomes an exact Riemann solver 9 . It's principal advantage is the absence 7 A fth solution, corresponding to the creation of a region of zero pressure, can be ignored in practical cases. 8 For example, for the shock-shock case, there are four subcases: a) both shocks move to the right, b) the left shock moves to the left, the right shock moves to the right, and the contact surface moves to the right, c) same as b) except the contact surface moves to the left, and d) both shocks move to the left. 9 Thus, for the computations described in Section 6, the results using Godunov's Second Method and Roe's method are virtually identical since the ow velocities are low subsonic. of any requirement for iteration, which is important for vector computers. However, for current supercomputers (e.g., SGI Power Onyx and Origin 2000), this is unimportant, and Roe's method may actually be slower than Godunov's Second Method evidently due to the added cost of performing the square root operations inherent in Roe's method. The implementation of Roe's method for 2-D unstructured grids is described in Knight [46] . The extension to 3-D unstructured grids is straightforward.
Reconstruction Methods
The functional reconstruction of ow variables to the cell faces is an important element of the algorithm for the inviscid uxes. In this paper, we investigate the second-order least-squares method of Ollivier-Gooch [47] and the second-order method of Frink [48] . In the least-squares method, a Taylor series expansion is developed within each cell. The coecients are determined by minimizing the error associated with the approximation to the cell-averaged values obtained from the expansion applied to adjacent cells. Details are presented in [47, 49] . In Frink's method, the nodal values of the ow variables are computed using a second order interpolation, and the face values then obtained from where Q f1;2;3 is the vector of the ow variable Q at the center of a face formed by nodes n1; n2; n3; Q c is the ow variable at the centroid of the cell, Q n1;n2;n3 are the values at the nodes n1; n2; n3 respectively, which are obtained from a second order reconstruction from cell centroid values, and n4 is the fourth node opposite the face.
Subgrid Scale Stresses
The uxes due to the subgrid scale stresses and heat ux are computed using an average of the values at the cell nodes. The values of T ij and Q j at the nodes are obtained from a discrete version of Gauss' Theorem [48] using the volume dened by the collection of tetrahedra which share the node. The derivatives of any function f at the nodes are obtained from the general expression for the gradient rf = 4 3 1
where V is the sum of the tetrahedral volumes sharing the node, f i is the value of the function at the centroid of cell i,n i is the unit outward normal vector on the face of cell i opposite the node, and dA i is the area of the face.
Temporal Integration
The temporal integration is performed using a second-order or fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta method [50] . The time step 1t is determined from 
Details of Computations
The benchmark experiment by Comte-Bellot and Corrsin (CBC) [51] of the decay of isotropic turbulence was chosen to validate the 3-D unstructured grid LES code. Turbulence was generated using a biplane, square rod grid with mesh size M = 5:08 cm and solidity of 0.34 in a uniform mean ow of velocity U 0 = 10 m/s. The Reynolds number based on the grid spacing is Re = 34000. The measurements were performed downstream of the grid at three locations, U 0 t CBC =M = 42, 98, and 171 where t CBC is the dimensional \time" in the experiment
where x is the downstream distance from the grid and U(x) is the mean velocity. The decaying turbulence can be simulated by considering the uid to be inside a cube of length L c with periodic boundary conditions on all surfaces, provided that the length L c is large compared to the turbulence length scales [9, 23, 26, 27] . The cube dimension is taken to be L c = 43:787 cm which represents the zero-intercept of the polynomial t of the energy spectrum E(k) as described in Appendix A. For 42 U 0 t CBC =M 171, the cube length L c is signicantly larger than both the experimental velocity integral length scale L v given by [51] and the wavelength L m corresponding to the peak in the energy spectrum E(k) as indicated in Table 2 . 60) and a 1 is the ambient speed of sound. Since the LES code is based on the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, we use a lower ambient speed of sound a 1 in order to increase the allowable time step (see, for example, Spyropoulos and Blaisdell [52] ). The turbulence dynamics are independent of the value of a 1 provided M t 1. We chooseâ 1 = a 1 =10 and therefore M t = 0:011 at U 0 t=M = 42 which is still incompressible.
The parameters employed for nondimensionalization of the governing equations (28) to (31) The values of t corresponding to the experiment are shown in Table 2 . 3420 cm/sec
The unstructured grid was constructed as follows. The computational domain is rst divided into uniform hexahedra comprised of eight nodes. Each hexahedron is subdivided into ve tetrahedra which constitute the control volumes. The tetrahedra are therefore a regular unstructured grid. In order to ascertain the sensitivity of the simulation to the geometric regularity of the unstructured grid, a simulation was also performed for which the interior nodes were randomly perturbed, thereby creating a random unstructured grid.
Two dierent grid resolutions were examined. The rst grid (Grid 1) is comprised of 163,840 tetrahedra obtained from a 33 2 33 2 33 nodal grid. The second grid (Grid 2) is comprised of 1,310,720 tetrahedra obtained from a 65 2 65 2 65 nodal grid.
The initial condition is generated in the conventional manner [27, 52] . A zero-mean, periodic random velocity eld is prescribed on a uniformly-spaced grid of nodes. The dimensionless velocity is assumed to be expressed as a discrete Fourier series 
The Fourier coecients are further modied to agree with the initial energy spectrum of ComteBellot and Corrsin in the following manner. The total turbulence kinetic energy can be written as 1 2 u i u i = 1 (ûû 3 +vv 3 +ŵŵ 3 ) (72) whereû 3 is the complex conjugate ofû(l;m;n), etc. The total initial turbulence kinetic energy can also be obtained from the energy spectra E(k) according to 1 2 u i u i =
where E(k) has been non-dimensionalized by U (74) where the range of the integral is divided into N k equal increments in k, and k 0 and k Nk represent the smallest and largest wavenumbers in the simulation, Number of Fourier intervals used for initial energy spectrum Toler Tolerance employed in iteration solution for p 3 
Results
Various aspects of the LES code were explored in the context of the simulation of the decay of isotropic turbulence. Ten dierent computations, as summarized in Table 4 , were performed to evaluate the issues described below. Cases 1 through 7 and 10 use the MILES model, while Cases 8 and 9 use the hybrid model. Case 1 employs a) second-order least-squares reconstruction with 8 cells in the stencil, b) a regular grid, c) Godunov's method, d) a convergence parameter of 10 010 in Godunov's method, and e) N k = 26 in the initial energy spectrum. Cases 2 through 7 in succession modify one of these ve choices. For example, Case 2 employs Frink's method for for reconstruction. Cases 8 and 9 use the hybrid (MILES plus Smagorinsky models) with dierent length scale 1. The Smagorinsky constant C R is chosen to be 0:012. Cases 1 to 9 employ Grid 1, and Case 10 employs Grid 2.
The specic issues examined are:
MILES vs hybrid SGS models Function reconstruction Consistent results using two dierent grids Riemann solver Regular vs random grids Convergence parameter in Godunov's method Number of Fourier intervals used in the initial spectrum
The decay of the resolved turbulence kinetic energy for Cases 1 to 9 is compared with the ltered experimental data 10 in Figure 1 . The ltered turbulence kinetic energy has been non-dimensionalized by U 2 1 , and the time t has been non-dimensionalized by 10 The ltered experimental turbulence kinetic energy is obtained from constructing interpolation polynomials to E(k) at U 0 t=M = 98 and 171 according to the method described in Appendix A, and using (74) and (75). L=U 1 . The MILES method using either second order reconstruction method (Cases 1 to 3, and 5 to 7) accurately predicts the decay of isotropic turbulence. The result for Case 2 alone is shown in Fig. 2 to highlight the accuracy of the simulation. This remarkable result implies that the inherent numerical dissipation in the numerical algorithm (due to the nite order accuracy of the reconstruction and quadrature) provides a reasonable model of turbulent energy dissipation. The computations employing the hybrid (MILES plus Smagorinsky models) exhibit only a small dierence compared to the MILES simulations, since the dissipation of turbulence energy is almost entirely a consequence of the numerical algorithm (MILES). The computation using the second order leastsquares method (Case 1) shows a lower decay rate than those using Frink's method (Cases 2, 3, and 5 to 7). The second order least-squares evidenlty has a lower inherent numerical dissipation than the second order Frink's reconstruction. An SGS model may be needed to compensate the reduced inherent numerical dissipation in order to achieve the best agreement with experiment.
The computation using the rst order reconstruction (Case 4) shows poor agreement with experiment as anticipated.
The MILES approach yields consistent results when the grid is rened as indicated in Fig. 3 The results using either Roe's method (Case 3) or Godunov's method (Case 2) are essentially identical. This is expected since the velocity uctuations are small compared to the speed of sound.
The choice of regular vs random grids has no signicant eect on the accuracy of the computation as seen in Fig. 1 where the turbulence energy for Cases 2 and 5 are essentially identical.
Moreover, the variation in the convergence parameter used in Godunov's method (Cases 2 and 6), and the number of Fourier intervals in the initial condition (Cases 2 and 7) have negligible eect.
The eect of the functional reconstruction method on the turbulence energy spectrum is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 where the experimental data and computed results using the second order least-squares and Frink's method are shown at U 0 t CBC =M = 98 and 171, respectively, for Grid 1. The least-squares reconstruc- tion is observed to be more accurate than Frink's method. Since the CPU time for the two methods is approximately the same, the least-squares reconstruction is preferable. A \pile-up" of energy at lower wave numbers is noted. This was also observed by Haworth and Jansen [33] who employed a similar grid resolution. The eect of the grid resolution on the turbulence energy spectrum is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 where experimental and computed results are shown for the Cases 2 and 10. The overshoot in the spectrum at lower wave numbers is reduced with grid renement, and greater detail is retained at higher wavenumbers.
Parallel Code
A parallel version of the code has been developed using Message Passing Interface (MPI). The computational domain is divided into np subdomains. The subdomain boundaries coincide with cell faces, and thus each cell belongs to a unique subdomain. The domain decomposition is one-dimensional for simplicity, i.e., each processor communicates with two other processors (\left" and \right"). An example is shown in Fig. 8 . Each subdomain includes a \left" and \right" halo of cells which represent all cells which share one or more nodes with any face on the subdomain boundary. The parallel code achieves a parallel eciency of 98.7% on a four processor SGI R10000. The benchmark experiment by Comte-Bellot and Corrsin of the decay of isotropic turbulence was used to validate the 3-D unstructured grid LES code. Two dierent LES models (MILES and hybrid MILES/Smagorinsky) were examined. Additionally, the sensitivity of the simulations to several numerical issues were examined including the method of function reconstruction (least-squares and Frink's method), grid renement, type of Riemann solver (Godunov vs Roe), nature of the grid (regular vs random) and convergence tolerance in Godunov's method. The MILES model accurately predicts the decay of turbulence kinetic energy using second-order accurate function reconstruction. The results are insensitive to the type of Riemann solver, convergence parameter in Godunov's method, and nature of the grid. A consistently accurate result is obtained when the grid is rened. The least-squares method more accurately predicted the evolution of the turbulence spectrum. The hybrid (MILES plus Smagorinsky) model showed a small improvement in the prediction of the rate of decay of turbulence kinetic energy.
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A Initial Energy Spectrum
The experimental data of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin for the one-dimensional energy spectrum E 11 at U 0 t CBC =M = 42 can be approximated by the logarithmic polynomial log 10 E 11 = a 0 + a 1 log 10 k + a 2 The coecients i = (0:4342945) i01 a i are listed in Table 5 . The quality of the interpolation is excellent as indicated in Fig. 9 . The results from (87) are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 10 . The comparison is very good, with small dierences noted at the lower k. Erlebacher et al [27] concluded that the use of a polynomial t to E 11 and subsequent determination of E(k) from (86) was more accurate than the method employed by Comte-Bellot and Corrsin. 
